Abstract: The unit cell edge length, a, of a set of complex cubic perovskites having the general formula A 2+ 2 BB ′ O 6 is predicted using two methodologies: multiple linear regression and artificial neural networks. The unit cell edge length is expressed as a function of six independent variables: the effective ionic radii of the constituents (A, B and B ′ ), the electronegativities of B and B ′ , and the oxidation state of B. In this analysis, 147 perovskites of the A 2+ 2 BB ′ O 6 type, having the cubic structure and belonging to the F m3m space group, are included. They are divided in two sets; 98 compounds are used in the calibration set and 49 are used in the test set. Both models give consistent results and could be successfully used to predict the lattice cell parameter of new members of this series.
Introduction
Recently, investigations of compounds with the perovskite structure have attracted great interest because of their useful physical and chemical properties [1] [2] [3] . As a result, many compounds that belong in this group have been synthesized. Now, not only simple ABO 3 compounds are included under the name perovskite but also different series of compounds containing mixed cations, for example: (A Historically, the original perovskite (CaTiO 3 ) was identified as crystallizing in the cubic space group, Pm3m [1] . Further investigation revealed a distortion from cubic structure, lowering the symmetry of CaTiO 3 from cubic to orthorhombic [4] . The nature of distortion most likely depends upon the size of the ionic radii of the O-anion and A, B cations. Refinement of the crystal structures of different perovskite compounds reveals the existence of different crystal systems (orthorhombic, rombohedral, monoclinic, etc [1] [2] [3] ).
The large number of compounds reported, and the possibility of synthesizing of new perovskite compounds underscores the usefulness of the ability to predict their structure and properties. Therefore, numerous attempts have been made to correlate structural parameters with physical variables of the constituent elements [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
In our previous work, linear regression was used to predict the cell parameters and the complete crystal structures of another series of compounds [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Recently, we predicted unit cell parameters of orthorhombic perovskites by multiple linear regression and artificial neural networks [17] . Continuing our work on perovskite compounds, we have concentrated on complex perovskites with the general formula A 2+ 2 BB ′ O 6 . These perovskites with multiple B-cation sites form one of the largest groups of complex perovskites and adopt different crystal structures [1] [2] [3] . The largest isomorphous subgroup of this type of complex perovskites belongs to the cubic space group, Fm3m. In this structure, the two different cations B and B ′ , are alternatively distributed in equivalent crystallographic positions (Fig. 1) 6 . If the difference in the valence and the radii between B and B ′ are both large, the compounds adopt an ordered cubic structure [1] . However, there are some more subtle electronic factors that are responsible for order/disordered cubic structures [8] . Continuing our work in the field of perovskites, and on structural correlations of isomorphous/isostructural series, we present a simple model for predicting the length of unit cell edge of cubic perovskites with general formula A 2 BB ′ O 6 by two methods: multiple linear regression (MLR) and artificial neural networks (ANN).
Data analysis

Choice of the sample and the independent variables
The lattice parameter of the cubic A 2 BB ′ O 6 type perovskites was taken to be the dependent variable in the analysis. The lengths of the unit cell edge (a/Å) for 147 perovskites of A 2 BB ′ O 6 type, with an (NH 4 ) 3 FeF 6 structure and Fm3m space group, were retrieved from the literature [1, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . In order to make comparisons between the two models, the data were divided randomly into two subsets: the calibration subset with 98 compounds and test subset with 49 compounds.
First, three independent variables are considered, namely the effective ionic radii of the constituents. The values of the effective ionic radii for the corresponding oxidation states and coordination numbers are taken from Shannon [34] . Thus, the cations in Aposition were treated as twelve-coordinate, and the cations in B-position as six-coordinate in their high spin state.
In this isomorphous series, the B-cations are in different oxidation states, another independent variable was included in the analysis. The sum of the oxidation states for cations in the B-position is eight, thus, only the oxidation state (z) of one of the B-cations is an independent variable, e.g. of the B-cation in lower oxidation state. The analysis shows that this independent variable is statistically significant.
Another factor affecting the crystal structure might be the electronegativity (x) of the constituents, taking into account that the difference between the electronegativity of the cations and the anion (oxygen) affects the degree of the ionic character of the bond. With few exceptions, Ba 2+ , Sr 2+ and Ca 2+ are the cations found in the A-position; the electronegativity of the cations in the A-position is not statistically significant. However, the electronegativities of the B-cations were statistically significant and were included in the analysis. The values for Pauling's electronegativities are found in reference [35] .
The input data (for both the independent and the dependent variables) for the calibration set are given in Table 1 .
Modeling
Two methods of analysis were used in this work: multiple linear regression (MLR) and artificial neural networks (ANN). Both were chosen because of their powerful predictive abilities.
The MLR was performed using the program package STATGRAPHICS PLUS Ver. 3.0 [36] . The length of the unit cell edge, a, was expressed as a function of six independent variables:
The symbols of the dependent and independent variables in the previous equation are given in the text above. The parameter b is the intercept of the regression surface, and c, d, e, f, g and h are the slopes of the regression surface with respect to each variable. As the variables are dimensionless (the unit cell length and the radii of the constituents are divided byÅ), the parameters are dimensionless, as well. In recent years, ANNs have proven to be useful algorithms, and they have been applied to solve different chemical problems [37, 38] . Their theoretical basis is well documented in the chemometric literature [38] , so only the procedure for their optimization will be described here.
In this study we used three layered, feed-forward neural networks with six input neurons (determined by the number of independent variables), one output neuron (determined by the number of dependent variables) with a linear transfer function [38] and one hidden layer with neurons having a sigmoid transfer function [38] . The optimal network architecture was searched by changing the number of neurons in the hidden layer from one to ten. The Nguyen-Widrow [39] algorithm was used for initialization of the weights and biases for the networks. The networks were optimized using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [40] for the back-propagation of error and implemented in the programming package Matlab [41] .
The generalization abilities of the ANNs were controlled by an early stopping procedure. For this purpose, we had to divide the calibration set into two subsets (a training set and a validation set) consisting of 49 samples. The training set serves to optimize the weights and biases of the ANNs, and each network architecture was trained forty times. The validation set serves to monitor the performance of the ANNs during the training. If an error in the validation set starts to increase during the training, the network starts to overfit the data. If this is repeated in ten consecutive training cycles, the training is stopped, and the weights and biases corresponding to a minimal error in the validation set are restored. Although this technique could be criticized, because it requires the division of the available samples into two subsets for training, it does give good results [17, [42] [43] .
Results and discussion
The estimated coefficients of the proposed MLR model developed using the calibration set, as well as the standard errors and t-statistics (Table 1) are given in Table 2 .
The adjusted coefficient of determination R 2 adj . for the developed model is 96.92 %, which means that the regression equation can successfully predict the unit cell length of other members in the series. The predicted values of the unit cell length compared with the actual values for the compounds in calibration set are given in Table 3 . There is an excellent agreement between the actual and predicted values, except for four of them.
The largest discrepancy appears for Ca 2 CaWO 6 . However, the calculated tolerance factor (0.88) for this compound is at the lower limit for these structures (0.87-1.04).
The performance of the model developed was verified using an independent set of variables (test set) consisting of 49 perovskite samples, which were not used during the calibration. The predicted and the actual values of unit cell parameter for the compounds in the test set, as well as, the absolute errors are presented in Table 4 .
The root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP ) was calculated in order to estimate the performances of the model:
In equation (2), i is the number of samples in the test set, a i, actual is the experimental value of the unit cell parameter for the sample i, and a i, predicted is the predicted value for the same sample. The calculated RMSEP for the model developed by MLR is 0.0552Å.
Among different network architectures, the one with two neurons in the hidden layer shows the best predictive ability. The RMSEP for the network with the best prediction ability (among those with two neurons in the hidden layer) is 0.0497Å.
The results obtained by ANN are also presented in Table 4 . There is excellent agreement between the actual (experimentally obtained) and the predicted values of the unit cell length obtained by each model. The values obtained for the residuals by both methods are comparable. Thus, in both cases there are just three values which exceed 0.100Å for the same compounds, and one additional value obtained only by ANN. The mean absolute error obtained by MLR is 0.042Å and 0.037Å by ANN.
In order to gain even better insight into the predictive power of the proposed models (MLR and ANN), graphs correlating the actual and predicted values for the unit cell edge length for the compounds in the test set are given in Since the RMSEP obtained using the ANN model was found to be smaller than the one corresponding to the MLR model, we applied the F -test in order to determine if the difference in RMSEP was statistically significant:
where n 1 and n 2 are the number of samples in the test set used in the MLR and ANN models, respectively. At a level of significance of 0.95 the calculated F value (1.250) is lower that the critical one (1.615), indicating that there is no statistical difference in RMSEP values predicted by MLR and feed-forward neural networks.
Conclusion
The length of the unit cell edge of cubic complex perovskites of the general formula A 2 BB ′ O 6 are successfully expressed as a function of six independent variables (the effective ionic radii of the constituents, the electronegativities of B-ions, and the oxidation state of the B ′ cation). Here, we have compared two simple models (MLR and ANN) for the prediction of the unit cell parameters. Both models give excellent results and therefore, could be used to predict the unit cell parameters of new members of this series. Although the ANNs are capable of modeling possible nonlinearities among independent and dependent variables, in this case there is no statistically significant difference between the predictions of the two models.
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